
NSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONSI

服  务  热  线

A,D,F & G-Series Non-Sideshifting & Sideshifting Clamps
(Bale Clamps, Multi-Purpose Clamps, Tobacco Carton Clamps,
Block Handlers, Fork Clamps, Turnaload, No-Arm Clamps)



     Truck Requirements 

       Customer Fabricated Arm Installation(No-Arm Clamps) 

     Prior to Operation
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WARNING:Incorrect installation is the main calls of 
Attachment malfunctioning.Please do read this 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION comprehensively 
before installation.

IMPORTANT: Field alterations may impair 
performance or capability and could result in loss of 
warranty.  Consult Cascade for any required 

CAUTION:Rated capacity of the truck/attachment 
combination is a responsibility of the original truck 
manufacturer and may be less than shown on the 
attachment  nameplate.Consult the truck nameplate.

/



RUCK REQUIREMENTS
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     Truck Relief Setting
      （Recommended）: 
       （Maximum) :  

     Truck Flow Volume 

T
1

   Min. 
2

 
Recommended   Max. 3

X25G, X27G
X40G, X55G

19 L/min
(5 GPM.)

38 L/min
( .)

57 L/min
(15 GPM.)

X15D,15D
25D,X25D

15 L/min
(4 GPM.)

21 L/min
(6 GPM.)

21 L/min
(6 GPM.)

35D,X35D 15  L/min
(4 GPM.)

26 L/min
(7 GPM.)

26 L/min
(7 GPM.)

X25A,X28A
40D,50D,
X55F,X50D

15  L/min
(4 GPM.)

38 L/min
( .)

38 L/min
( .)

70D,80D,
100D

26  L/min
(7 GPM.)

45 L/min
(12 GPM.)

57 L/min
(15 GPM.)

70F,X70F 38  L/min
( .)

53 L/min
(14 GPM.)

64 L/min
(17 GPM.)

140G,X140G
170G,200D
220D

38  L/min
( .)

57 L/min
(15 GPM.)

91 L/min
(24 GPM.)

    Flow less than minimum will result in attachment improper
    motion. 

    Flow greater than maximum can result in excessive
    heating,reduced system performance and shortened 
    hydraulic system life. 



Note:Attachment hydraulic system is designed on
the basis of certain pressure and volumn value 
range.Excellent performance of attachement 
depends on a qualified truck supply system.

 

RUCK REQUIREMENTST
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Carriage-Clean carriage bars and
 inspect  for damaged notches.

 (A)  ITA (ISO)
Carriage Mount Dimension (A)  ITA (ISO)

  
Minimum

    
Maximum

ISO 2A 
ISO 3A
ISO 4A

474.5 mm (18.68 in.)
595.5 mm (23.44 in.)

A



 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Sideshift
Right

RUCK REQUIREMENTST
   1.
    Recommended hose and fitting size:
     a.  OPEN & CLOSE
               -8# 
               No.8 minimum fitting orifices of 13/32 in.
     b.  SIDESHIFTING
               -6# 。
              No.6 minimum fitting orifices of  9/32 in.
     
     In order to conform to industry standard practice,the hoses should be connected to the truck auxiliary 
     valve as indicated on the opposide.

ReleaseTilt Forward

Sicdeshift 
Left

Hoist up

ClampTilt Back

Hoist down
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1. 1/2”-13NC ，
   Install two eyebolts(1/2”-13NC) to the frame and attach a suitable overhead chain hoist. 
   Set the clamp vertical.

WARNING:Make sure the overhead hoist has

2. 3
    Install the Quick Change lower mounting hooks.For Bolt-On type hooks, proceed to step 3.
a, 16mm，

    ISO 2A/3A：
    ISO 4A
    Install the guides to the baseplate mounting holes with the guide hole offset in the upward position-16 mm(5/8 in.) 
    from top of guide to hole center.Tighten the capscrews to a torque of:
    ISO 2A/3A：
    ISO 4A：        

NSTALLATIONI
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b.
   Slide the hooks over the top of the guides.Install the locking pin through the hook lower hole.

Quick Change Hooks

Guide

Hook

Pin

16mm
5/8 in.

NSTALLATIONI
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C-6
75
51
4-1



NSTALLATIONI

CL

WARNING:Do not remove the fitting from the valve clamp(CL) port.For No.6 hose connection,use 
a 6-8 reducer.

3.

  Connect the hydraulic hoses to the attachment using hoses 
  and fittings as shown. Position the truck carriage behind the 
  attchment to determine hose lengths required to connect 
  hoses to the hose terminal kits. Remove the hose and cut 
  the length as required.
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8# 
No.8 Hoses

6#
No.6 Hoses



4.

   Connect hoses to the truck hose terminal kits or 
   internal reeving fittings.Connect the hoses together
   using union fittings.Start the truck and actuate the 

   seconds to carryany debris left in the hoses to the 
   truck hydraulic tank and filter.

WARNING:Flush the hoses as follows to prevent damage 
to the attachment hydraulic components.

5.
   Remove the union fittings and disconnect hoses from the hose terminal kits.
   Connect hoses to the attachment fittings.

6.
5cm

   Center the lift truck behind the attachment.Tilt the mast forward.Engage the mounting hook tab with the closest
   upper carriage bar notch and raise the truck carriage into position behind the attachment.Lift the attachment 5cm
   (2 in,) off the pallet.
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NSTALLATIONI
6# 

No.6 Hoses



1

A B C D)

   The attachment may not be perfectly centered on the carriage bar when the mounting hook tab is engaged in the 
   closest carriage notch.For the best centered condition. Please select the right tab form as shown according to 
   different carriage notch location.There are 4 tabs available(A B C&D).

A B C D
    Note Choose 1 type of stop block positioning out of the 4 possible options to mount the clamps as close as possible to the central position,

Central Line

Stop Block
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NSTALLATIONI



    The mounting hooks must be properly engaged with the upper carriage bar.The tab on the left mounting hook 
    must be engaged in a mating notch on the upper carriage bar.

    The lower hooks cannot be properly installed if the upper hook tab is not engaged in the carriage notch.

NSTALLATIONI
Model Mounting

L(mm)

A B C D

35D 185 222

2
ISO 2A

3
ISO 3A

183 219 238

232 266 284

152 171 1892
ISO 2A

3
ISO 3A

X55F
188 222

Frame Width

135 154 172
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NSTALLATIONI
7. 
    Engage the lower hooks with the truck lower carriage bar.
    
 a.

                                    
    ISO 2A, 3A： ( )
    ISO 4A
   
    Bolt On Type-Install the hooks and capscrews.Tighten the capscrews finger tight. Tap the end of the hooks with a 
    hammer in the direction of the adjust arrow for maximum engagement with the carriage bar. Tighten the capscrews 
    to a torque of:
                
    ISO 2A/3A： ( )
    ISO 4A：      

Carriage bar

a.
Bolt-on type hook



b.
   Quick Change Hooks- Remove the locking pins. Slide the hooks up to engage with the carriage bar. Install the locking
   pins through the upper holes. 

     6mm
16mm

  
   CAUTION: if the clearance between the carriage bar and the hooks exceeds 6 mm(3/16 in.),the guides(refer to 
   step2) should be inverted and installed with the hole offset downward（16mm(5/8 in.).from bottom of guide to hole 
   center) to minimize the gap.

8.
   Connect hoses to the right fittings.Hoses should not be intervened for protection.
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NSTALLATIONI

Locking Pin

�

C-6
75
51
4-1

Inspect clearance

Quick Change 
Lower Hook

Lower Carrige Bar



Clamps without arms are supplied with two arm bases.
Special forks can be welded directly to them or they can be used 
as a base to fabricate custom built arms.

WARNING:Use a certified welder and proper welding 
procedures when welding arms to the arm bases.

CAUTION:Weld fabricated arms to the arm bases only. Do not  weld or bolt special built 
arms or forks directly to the arm bars.
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CUSTOMER FABRICATEDI (NO-ARM CLAMPS)ARM INSTALLATION



1.
   Fasten the arm bases to the arm bars. Tighten the capscrews to the torque values indicated in the chart.

Clamp

25D

Torque Values for Arm Capscrews Model
 Dimensions-mm(in.)

A B C D

25D

15.7(.62)

11.6(.46)

14.7(.58)
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CUSTOMER FABRICATEDI (NO-ARM CLAMPS)ARM INSTALLATION

TENSILE STRENGTH YIELD STRENGTH CARBON CONTENT
23%

23% max.



CAUTION
must slide free manually.

Arm Base Lug

Hex washers beveled
side facing lug

   IMPORTANT:Be careful not to damage the arm bar.Premature bearing 
   failure will occur.

2.
   Lubricate the cylinder rods threads, nut threads and spherical portion of nut 
   with STP.

3.
    Install the washer on the rod end with the beveled side facing the lug.

4.
   Engage the rod end into the lug.
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CUSTOMER FABRICATEDI (NO-ARM CLAMPS)ARM INSTALLATION



6.
   Install retainer and cotter pin.

CAUTION:The rod end nut is being tightened against the hex washer.The nut will not be tight against the 
arm base lug.This looseness allows for cylinder alignment during clamping. 

7.
   Lubricate the bearing portion of the arm bars with a thin film of chassis grease.
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CUSTOMER FABRICATEDI (NO-ARM CLAMPS)ARM INSTALLATION
5.
   Tighten the rod end nut to the torque values below. Prevent rod turning by using wrench on hex washer.

： 。
： 。



P RIOR TO OPERATION

1.
   Check the cylinder anchor nuts for properly installed retainers and cotter pins.   

2.
   25D 35D X55F

   opening mode.  The arms will open at a faster speed than when closing.  This is
   normal.  If required, the regenerative function can be eliminated. Refer to Service 
   Manual 669224.
3.
   Check for equal arm travel. If the travel is unequal the restrictor cartridges 
   canbe adjusted as follows:

   Loosen the jam nuts on the restrictor cartridges. Screw in the plungers until theybottom. Screw each plunger outthree
   full turns.

    Activate the arms to the fully open position.

    Activate the arms to close until one arm bottoms out. Measure the amount of stroke remaining in the opposite arm.

 

Restrictor Cartridge
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P RIOR TO OPERATION

Restrictor Cartridge

4.
   Check the hose to be sure there are no interfered.

5.
  Before picking up a load,operate the clamp through several full cycles 
  to force any air from the system to the hydraulic tank.

             127mm(5 in.)

  NOTE:Unequal allowance 
             Clamp 
             Open   127mm(5 in.)

Plunger

Jam nut

 
 WARNING:Make sure there are no people in the 
vicinity of the attachment when picking up a load.      
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668  

Cascade Xiamen reserves the rights to make change without notice.

Cascade Xiamen Forklift Truck Attachment Co. Ltd


